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Comments Share Cup Title Description / How to Get a Pack Tutorial Basket Cup I suggest you wash your hands after touching it. Be a monster 100% of the pack. Flashback Trophy tutorial Remember the moment when you completed the first package 3 times for absolutely no reason? Well, this cup
serves as a reminder. Repeat the tutorial 3 times. Broken Cup tutorial How do you feel seeing these missing parts and knowing that you can't solve it, ever? Any discomfort? Stress? A sore throat? That's nice. That means it works - In Jigsaw, put a teddy bear with sunglasses in the house and a normal
one OUTSIDE house Jigsaw Pack Swedish Cup Jigsaw Pack 3 Long Cup Pack 3 Wooden League You are so bad that you do not deserve even a metal trophy. Here's a piece of wood. Be a monster 100% of the pack. Pack 3 Tiny Cup I mean, it's perfectly normal to have a small cup. Be a monster in
80% of the pack. Pack 3 Domino You absolutely ruined them! Don't get me wrong - it's still wrong to do it that way, but still a lot of fun. Pack 3 Long Cup Little Brother Half size, twice the size of the result. Be kind to 100% packaging. Package 3 Community Content is available according to CC-BY-SA,
unless otherwise stated. Download Dude, Stop. The download should start in a minute. Dude, Stop Free download PC Game is pre-installed in direct communication. Dude, Stop was released June 1, 2018 Dude, stop is a puzzle game where the main goal is to not follow the rules and make everyone hate
you. Break it, abuse it, skip the tutorial, ignore the tips and tricks in the download menu and - most importantly! - to mute the narrator. For example, stop reading this paragraph and move on to the next one. You're still reading. I'm still looking here. Ennend... Done. You broke your first rule and you
annoyed us a little. And don't even buy the game yet! Wow, you're talented. Have you considered quitting your job and doing it full time? Collect all the rewards, unlock all the achievements and show off to your buddies that you're infuriating some poor developers from the video game and made him yell
at you just like in the trailer. Do everything in your power. Or worse. Or both at once. Click the Download button below and you should be redirected to UploadHaven.Wait 5 seconds and click on the blue download button now. Now let the download start and wait for it to end. Once Dude, Stop is
downloaded, right click on the .zip file and click on Extract to Dude.Stop.Update.10.10.2018.zip (For this you must have a WinRAR that you can get here). Double click inside the Dude, Stop and Run exe app. Have fun and play! Make sure to run the game as an administrator and if you get any missing dll
errors, look Redist or _CommonRedist and install all the programs in the folder. Click the download button below to start Dude, Stop Free Download with a direct link. It's full full Games. Don't forget to run the game as an administrator. NOTE: This game is already pre-installed for you, meaning you don't
have to install it. If you get any missing dll bugs, be sure to find a folder _Redist or _CommonRedist and install directx, vcredist and all the other programs in this folder. You need these programs to run the game. Look for HOW RUN GAME!!. txt' file for more help. Also, don't forget the right exe click and
always choose Run as an administrator if you're having trouble saving the game. Always disable the antivirus before you check the game to prevent it from deleting the hacking files. If you need more help, click hereOS: Windows VistaProcessor: Intel Pentium 4 / AMD Athlon 64Memory: 513 MB
RAMGraphics: 256 MBDirectX: Version 9.0Toorage: 257 MB Available SpaceSound Card: Yes, please, developer and publisher of the HalfBeard team recently released its new game called Dude, Stop. This is an indie 2D game where players solve different kinds of puzzles to progress through the game
and earn different trophies. In Dude, Stop Players can make any decisions they want and get different results. As there is more than one result for each collection of achievements and different endings can get confusing sometimes. So below you'll find a guide on how to get all the good and bad decisions.
A guide for all the good and bad decisions/achievements in Dude, StopTutorial section - There is nothing to do right or wrong, so I just post solutions for this part. Remeber repeating this part three times will give you a special trophy. Base on the stand - Throw the base on the floor. Book - Pull the red
marker from bookMuseum - Tilt the ship portraitBoxes - Turn the big box upside downPart 2 Dude, StopIf you complete the puzzle you get one trophy. If you switch the head of the bears and complete the puzzle, then you will get another trophy. Part 3 Dude, StopLetterGood Solution - Put in the top right
corner of the screenBad solution - Put it anywhere you want to expect that top right corner. Sandals, socks, and FootGood's solution - only to wear sandals - wearing sandals and socks- to the right side, and if you're able to opt out of other blocks you'll get a trophyBad solution - click it on the left side of the
Way The FontsGood solution - choose anyone other than the comic sansBad solution - choose the comic sansRainbowGood solution - write it down just as it was given to you stopin this part, I just post a good solution and on the bad part just choose the opposite answer. If you complete the test up to 20
seconds, regardless of the correct answer, you will get an achievement. Spherical EarthEarth Rotating vaccination - people - - - Your'zelda - GirlVideo Games - Anything elsePart 5 Dude, StopBowl Red Candy and Bowl Green CandyGood Solution - Place Green Candy in a Green Candy BowlBad
Solution - Place Green Candy in a Red Candy BowlLego BlocksGood Solution - Place Every Lego Blocks in a BowlBad Solution - Scatter Every Lego Blocks on floorPizzaGood solution - pizza cut and make 8 perfect. Bad solution - for this part to cut it the way you want. but if you want three trophies, then
you need to repeat it three times. First time cut the pizza into 11 irregular pieces, the second time only cut the crust and a third time cut it the way you want, but don't touch the salami. CrayonsGood solution - place each pencils according to their appropriate color blockBad solution - place them in the
wrong block color and also turn them upside down. it will give you an achievement. TetrisGood Solution - Complete Tetris puzzleBad Solution - Don't Complete Tetris PuzzleChopsticks, Knife and ForkGood Solution - pick and pick sticksBad solution - pick and pick up the knife and fork. CarGood Solution -
drive slowly through a puddle so no one gets wetsBad solution - drive quickly through a puddle so everyone gets wetsPart 6 Dude, StopCat, Sink, and GlassGood Solution - Go down without breaking the glassBad solution - turn the water on, throw the glass down to break it and press the cat to make it
leave. for reaching put the cat in the sink and turn on the water. Cat And BedGood Solution - Let the cat sleep on the clothesBad solution - let the cat sleep anywhere except on the clothesCat and Box And HouseGood Solution - place the cat near the toyBad solution - open the box and put a new house
on the other half and then make the cat go in the box. Dog and FridgeGood Solution - move the dog out of kitchenBad solution - make the dog kick on the fridge until the slippers fall down. Once down let the dog grab it. Dog Out On NightGood Solution - Just don't click on the dogBad solution - repeatedly
click on the dog to make a noiseCat and DoorGood solution - tap the cat near the door once and leave through the doorBad solution - click on the cat near the door several times and then go to windowGood Solution -Bad Solution -Part 7 Dude, StopBombGood Solution - Open it and then turn it off with a
switchBad solution - open it and then click on the red part. USB DriveGood - click on the blue text and then pull the USB driveBad Solution - Remove the USB drive without clicking on the text. BatteryGood's mobile solution - charge it up to 100%Bad Solution - charge it to 99.9% and then remove it from
the Mobile PictureGood solution - Just take one photo of the Bad solution - spam click and take a few pictures. to get Get 120/100Waiting LineGood Solution - Wait at the end of the lineBad solution - break the line and go to the frontBusGood solution - Wait until all the people to get on the bus and then
close the doorBad solution - just let the two guys get on the bus and close the doorPath with CrackGood solution - don't step on the crackBad solution - step on crackPart 8 Dude, StopMonalisaGood Solution - Don't rely on MonalisaBad solution - Draw on MonalisaKnocking DoorGood Solution - Answer
doorBad decision - Don't do anything With a Good decision - make a string on both sides have an equal length of decision - pull the string completely out of the hood, it will complete the achievement. BoxesGood Solution - Unstack BoxBad Solution - Stack boxes on each otherPhone and BurgerGood
Solution - Don't laugh at the photobad decision - take a pictureDog and StickGood solution - Catch the stick and bring back its Bad solution - Don't catch the stickMonitor and powerGood solution - save the workBad solution - don't save the job, and let the power run outPuddle and SignGood solution - Put
a sign on the puddleBad solution - Put a sign from puddleBowl and Red BallGood Solution - catch the ball with a bowlBad solution - don't catch the ballElevator doorGood Solution - just press one buttonBad Solution - press all the buttons, This will give you the achievement OfConsationGood Solution -
talk to one of the personBad solution - don't talkDrain CoverGood Solution - let the lid be in its placeBad solution - turn on the drainage cover, To make it not match the holePart 9 Dude, StopCar LaneGood Solution - drive your car in the top left corner of the Bad solution - drive on the left lane and block
the otherStack color blocks of Good Solution - stack the blocks correctlyBad Solution - stir the stack. There are several achievements in this section. First block correctly in 31 seconds. For the next reach grab first very quickly immediately after going to the screen, it forces the game not to take it properly
and you get 30 turns as well as earn a secret achievement. For the last achievement make the stack in such a way that you never have a bigger block on top. Riding a BusGood Solution - sit anywhere on the bus to expect next to one personBad solution - sit next to one personWashing machine is a good
solution - leave a red piece outside or just put in a red oneBad solution - put everything inside or just place the white pieces inside. Albums in PhoneGood Solution - swipes, look at 3 photos, and then return phoneBad solution - swipes, look at all the photos and don't returnClothes and BasketGood
Solution - pick one and put in the basket, but don't throw othersBad solution - throw clothes, pick one and put in a basketMovie and MobileGood Solution - go to and turn the volume down and then turn off the WLAN and put it backbad solution - go to the settings and turn on the volume upPart 10 Dude,
StopMom callingGood Solution - pick up your mom callBad solution - don't answer the callIn the next two scenes, you just have to choose objects. In the first scene choose mobile and pencil, in the second scene pick up the blue dustbinworkHomeGood Solution - full homework without clicking on
calendarBad Solution - first just fill the name and then click on the calendar, wait for the time to run out and finally scribble around the homeworkFridgeGood Solution - place the bin on the right side of the fridge and then place the picture on the screen to get the achievementBad Solution - place on the
right side of the fridge and then put the painting in the bin. Choose the key that will leave the crime scene. Locked DoorGood Solution - go to the door to unlock it and use the spray once Bad solution - go to the door to unlock it and use the spray two timePick key will leave the scene. TestGood Solution -
fill the test sheet and then return the penBad solution - take the pen to the first screen and place it in the phone caseBackGood Pockets Solution - place the keys and phone in a separate pocketsBad solution - place the keys and phone in the same pocketPart 11 Dude, StopChristmas TreeGood Solution -
Put the tree in the box when the calendar in January. Bad Solution - Don't Put a Tree in a Field and Drilling MachineGood Solution - Just drill and don't click on the switchBad solution - click on the switch until it reaches 6, and then start drillingPaying BillGood Solution - put the money in hand and give
tipBad a solution - put the money on tableShoesGood - throw the trash in the bin Bad solution - use the shoes to throw the trash off the wall. Power CordGood Solution - Put the adapter in the plug on the right side so that others can also charge their phonesBad solution - remove the other chargers and put
the adapterKnife and BreadGood Solution - take the knife and put it in the jar, then spread the bread and throw the jar awayBad Solution - throw the jar without removing the leftoversPuzzleGood Solution - place the round object in the round holeBad Solution - , Stop Christmas TreeGood Solution - Wait
until the calendar hits the DecemberBad decision - wait until October and place the tree upside down and you get the achievement. BurgerGood Solution - Put the Burger Together, but Without PicklesBad Solution - Put the Burger Together, but with picklesTeddy Bear and BallonsGood Solution - Give The
Balloons for a teddyBad solution - let the balloons fly away Car ParkingGood Solution - park it The solution - park his incorrectlyMatching ClothesGood Solution - take the clothes of a single colorBad Solution - mix clothes colorNumbersGood Decision - take 80085, its give you a achievementBad solution -
any wrong code code dude stop 100 walkthrough. dude stop demo walkthrough
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